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These stories by award-winning author Steve Rasnic Tem drag from the
darkness ghosts that haunt us all. Between these covers lurk the spectres of grief,
loss, and loneliness: a man discovers he is far from alone in his empty home, a
forlorn wife is gifted with an unusual child, a contractor contemplates the sad
message left by a grieving father, a blind woman discovers a spiritual
manifestation at the edge of a forest, a spectral presence appears in a lonesome
Colorado wheat field. Here with the Shadows is a volume of supernatural
impressions and quiet vacancies, and in each story Tem reminds us that
sometimes only a whisper separates us from the eternal.
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REVIEWS
“The lyrical quality of Tem’s prose and his skill at finding
the perfect metaphor for expressing the emotional states of his characters
make these perfect gems of storytelling whose impact is like that of poetry.”
– Locus
“Tem’s storytelling is most powerful when he dramatizes loss . . .
Loneliness is next to ghostliness, and the isolation and sorrow
of the bereaved play a role in luring revenants to the door.”
– Totally Dublin
“Exquisite ghost stories and supernatural tales that leave liminal impressions
and a faint, queer unease. These little literary soupcon’s are must-reads.”
– Weird Fiction Review
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